Ford focus hacks

Tow straps are ropes or webbed straps with metal hooks on the end. They come in handy if you
need help getting out of a bind such as a ditch or a snow bank. Attaching them to the Focus can
be tricky. The tow attachment is usually used for loading the car onto a flatbed, or to tie the car
down on a delivery trailer. The attachments come in handy for tow straps, too. They're oddly
placed. Use caution when towing, and always make sure that the tow strap is in good condition.
Stay clear of the strap by remaining inside the vehicle when you're pulling or being pulled. Tow
straps are only to be used to assist in getting un-stuck, or for loading or securing a vehicle onto
a trailer or flat-bed. Use of excessive force or pulling at an angle may result in damage to one or
both vehicles and injury or death. Do not try to transport a vehicle by towing it on the road with
a tow strap. This is unsafe, and in many places, this is illegal. FocusHacks disclaimer applies.
Do this at your own risk. The front tow attachments are located near the front of the wheel well,
behind the radiator frame. The rear tow attachments are located directly behind the bumper.
Pictured here is the attachment near the exhaust outlet. I could find no front tow strap
attachment point on my Focus SE Hatchback. If I were stuck and required a tug from the front, I
would loop the tow strap around the hole in the lower control arm as shown below. I would
honestly avoid towing this car from the front if it could be avoided. Consider getting the
alignment checked after doing it this way. The rear tow attachments are located directly behind
the bumper, but are loops cut into in the frame and the exhaust hanger brackets. Pictured here
are both the rear attachments. Title Hack text Have I helped you? Consider donating! This hack
lets you de-activate automatic locking doors, and allows you to use your keyless entry to lock
and unlock your car while it's warming up and running on cold winter days Tie rod bent? You
can do it yourself without taking apart the whole front end of the car like the shop manual
instructs you to do! Make your keyless entry remote unlock all doors wi. This will allow you to
make the keyless entry unlock all the doors with one press of the unlock button. If your focus
already does this, it will also allow you to force it back to 1 Press unlocking the driver's door
only, with the second press unlocking the other doors. Replacing the air filter regularly is a
necessary part of your car's maintenance. Instrument Cluster Test and Diagnostic Mode. The
Ford Focus instrument cluster can be put into a test mode, displaying diagnostic information.
Tired of the seat belt chime activating while you're sitting in the car waiting for someone? The
ford owners manual tells all. Here's how to disable it. Breaking off wheel lug studs seems to be
a common problem on the Focus. The fronts seem more prone to breaking, and they're easy to
replace. Here's how! Removal of the alternator may be done when you need to upgrade to a
higher output alternator, or to install an underdrive pulley such as the AEM or Focus Central Kit,
which requires replacement of the alternator pulley. This hack turns everything behind the front
seats into a cavernous cargo area. It works for all Foci, but to a lesser extent on the sedans.
DPFE sensor failure is a fairly common problem on the Focus, and as more and more older foci
get more and more miles, the failures are becoming a lot more common. The symptoms are a
"stumble" and what feels like an erratic loss of power when cruising around at partial throttle.
This is a highly unofficial way to change out a bent or damaged tie rod, but cheaper and easier
way than recommended by Ford. Checking and re-wiring the coil pack harness wires. On many
Focuses, the heat under the hood makes the coilpack harness brittle. This leads to cracking
insulation and eventually corroded, frayed, and broken wiring. This can cause the car to run
very rough, and might even cause a small electrical fire! Jacking: Raising and supporting your
Focus. Some Focus owners are having trouble identifying their engines. When troubleshooting
problems and shopping for aftermarket parts, you must know what engine you have under the
hood. Here are some ways to tell which engine you have. The emergency brake, e-brake, hand
brake, or whatever you wish to call it, sometimes gets to feeling loose, where it will no longer
hold the car steady in your driveway or provide any semblance of "emergency" stopping power.
It's easy to tighten, though. Here's how. For audio work or some other hacks, you must
completely remove the inner door panel. On some Foci, the door latch starts to act flaky. The
outer handle will either become reluctant to snap back into place or will completely fail to open
the door. Also, the door may not latch properly without slamming it several times. These are
both caused by the same problem, and it's easy to fix yourself! The bushings in the tie rod end
go out after a while on almost any car. It's only a matter of time. Here's how to replace the tie
rod end without paying for expensive installation labor. Several things can make the accessory
belt squeal on the Focus. Here are some things you can do to find out what's wrong. The
environmental control knobs for selecting the vent and temperature are connected to the HVAC
core by thin steel cables similar to bicycle brake and shifter cables. They eventually break. Try
this clever trick to adjust your HVAC in a pinch. This updated procedure works on North
American Focus from model year onward Mk3. Troubleshooting relays. Relays allow a low
amount of current like a switch inside your car to drive high-current applications, such as
headlights, fuel pumps and air conditioner compressors. Here's how they work and how to test

them. Tow straps are ropes or webbed straps with metal hooks on the end. They come in handy
if you need help getting out of a bind such as a ditch or a snow bank. Attaching them to the
Focus can be tricky. If you get stranded or happen across someone with a dead battery, a jump
start is often enough to get the stalled car back on the road, even if temporarily. The plastic
coolant tube on top of the radiator of 1st generation Foci is prone to failure. Fortunately, it's
easy to replace. On a personal note, I prefer not using the www prefix when possible, however
given that most search engines have indexed the site mostly as The fix isn't perfect, but it's
easy, and keeps the damage from spreading further. That's awesome news for us. Not only did
it seem to awaken the beast within, but I also see significant fuel economy improvements when I
drive it gently and keep it full of premium fuel. I'm very interested to see what the talented guys
at FSWerks can pull off with premium fuel on an otherwise stock Focus. The owner's manual
states that Premium fuel read: 91 or 92 octane " I had also expected an improvement in fuel
economy with normal driving, which never really happened while I experimented with a few
tanks of various fuel grades. Personally, I'd also like to see what kind of sorcery they can work
on the non-SelectShift version of the PowerShift DCT6, specifically when it shifts related to
throttle position. Posted: Thu Apr 25 Website Maintenance, March The site will be down for
maintenance a few times this week. Expect a few hours of outage in the evening hours US
Central Standard Time tonight and probably one other night this week. They also come with
traction control and torque vectoring. I wanted to wait to write about all these
traction-enhancing goodies until after I had a chance to properly test them in one of my favorite
environments. I got that chance this morning. Traction control will override the throttle when the
drive wheels lose their grip while accelerating. On dry pavement, my Focus can't break the
traction in a straight line, but on wet pavement, snow and ice, it really shines. It's still possible
to get stuck in a situation where you can't take off from a stop on ice and snow, such as on an
uphill, though. Torque vectoring will modulate the brake on a drive wheel if only one of them is
losing traction. This typically happens during hard acceleration and hard cornering understeer.
It can also minimize the sensation that the car's trying to pull to one side or the other when you
really get on it. While it's not as efficient as a real limited slip differencial, it does a satisfactory
job emulating the same functionality: transferring the engine's torque to the wheel with the most
traction. It works hand in hand with the traction control feature to improve acceleration and
cornering performance. Electronic Stability Control actively applies brakes independently if the
system senses oversteer, understeer or loss of control that can't be countered by Torque
Vectoring or Traction Control. The driver is most likely to notice this while cornering on
surfaces with reduced traction, or while aggressively cornering under normal conditions. The
brakes engage even when the driver is not depressing the brake pedal, and the car is noticeably
slowed and stabilized. If you begin to enter a sideways skid, for example, the front inside and
rear outside brakes will be modulated, and the car will right itself within the limits of traction
available to the braking system. There is no performance gain from this system. It is only there
to correct a condition where the car's traction limits have been exceeded due to road
conditions, evasive maneuvering or a driver simply expecting too much of the car through a
corner. Title Hack text Have I helped you? Consider donating! FocusHacks is a site with
instructions to help you improve your Ford Focus. Here you'll find step-by-step instructions for
working on your Focus, from performing regular maintenance to installing high-performance
Ford Focus parts and accessories. Use the menu on the left to start looking at the Hacks, or
search to find what you're looking for. If you would like to write a hack, or have an idea for a
FocusHack you'd like to see in the database, let me know! Feeling thankful? Drop me a line and
tell me your war stories, or donate via the menu option on the left whatever amount you feel is
fair! Disclaimer: You assume any and all responsibility for injuries, property damage, voided
warranties or problems that result from following instructions outlined here. By Continuing, you
agree to hold FocusHacks staff harmless. FocusHacks mobile site I've been thinking of ways to
make FocusHacks a little easier to use for those of you who visit the site on a mobile phone or
tablet. I have set up a mobile version of FocusHacks as a test. If you're browsing the site with
Android or iOS, several parts of the site might prompt you to load the mobile version. I've given
this version of the site some more responsive features and tried to make parts of the site easier
to read on mobile devices. The mobile navigation is handled via a toggle-menu that pops out at
the top of each page. This should make room for the text and graphics on smaller displays. As
always, let me know if something isn't working right. In a few days, I'll probably set up
automatic redirects for mobile browsers. Posted: Sat Jan 07 Web redirects For a while, links to
FocusHacks have been a mixed bag of Both work fine, but links with www are far more
common. I've set up redirects from focushacks. Both names should still work, but you'll be
redirected if you try to visit most parts of this site without the www prefix. Unplanned server
migration Our previous web host had become increasingly unreliable and announced that they

were shutting down their web host ing operation. This forced us to find a new home for
FocusHacks. Hopefully, we're done with that mess for a while. Our next planned maintenance
will be for so ftware upgrades on May 7th or 8th, Posted: Sun Jan 16 To the right, you can see
that the gauge cluster and multi-function display isn't quite sure what to do with the data. This
kind of testing methodology can help curious tinkerers better understand the data on the CAN
Bus and may uncover problems or vulnerabilities within integrated automobile control systems
that might rarely if ever manifest themselves during manual testing, observation or
reverse-engineering. Posted: Wed Aug 12 Pardon our dust You may have noticed the site being
a bit flaky over the past few days. I just finished upgrading pretty much everything that runs the
site behind the scenes. For the nerds in the crowd, that means we're now live with OpenBSD 5.
Things should be back to normal now. If not, contact me: webmaster at FocusHacks dot com.
Posted: Wed Jun 24 Looks like this is a common issue on and perhaps Foci: The fix isn't
perfect, but it's easy, and keeps the damage from spreading further. Posted: Tue Jan 1 Posted:
Thu Apr 25 Website Maintenance, March The site will be down for maintenance a few times this
week. Posted: Mon Mar 4 Traction Control Traction control will override the throttle when the
drive wheels lose their grip while accelerating. Anti-Lock Brakes Everyone knows what anti-lock
brakes are, I think. If a wheel locks up while braking, ABS will quickly pulse the brake on that
wheel. This is safer, more effective and stops quicker than a person can stop trying to modulate
and pump brakes without ABS. ABS can control each brake independently, while a driver is left
to modulate all four brakes at once. Torque Vectoring Torque vectoring will modulate the brake
on a drive wheel if only one of them is losing traction. Electronic Stability Control Electronic
Stability Control actively applies brakes independently if the system senses oversteer,
understeer or loss of control that can't be countered by Torque Vectoring or Traction Control.
Summary My ZX3 has none of these things, and I feel that the driving experience of my older
Focus is very pure and unfettered because of it. One of my favorite things about driving my ZX3
is its insatiable appetite for lift-off oversteer, and the ease of which said oversteer is controlled.
With the addition of all this technology, the new Focus seems a bit more conservative and
grown up, and in my opinion, not as fun to goof off in. What it lacks in " hoon factor ," though, it
amply makes up for in driveability in bad weather and overall safety; and where I used to cringe
at torque steer in the ZX3, the new Focus will make a very valiant attempt at laying rails on every
corner until you try to push it too far. Posted: Thu Dec 20 Comments Enabled I have been using
Disqus on some other sites to make commenting easier. I disabled the built-in comments with
the re-write at the beginning of this year. They never really did work right. You'll also notice
front page blog entries get their own individual pages. Comments are enabled on blog entries
and
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hacks. Posted: Fri Oct 19 Existing Focus owners can look into auto refinancing as a way to
help cut down the monthly costs of their loans. Instructions found on this site are provided
as-is. You automatically accept the terms of Focushacks. The Disclaimer is on the front page of
FocusHacks. Latest FocusHacks News: FocusHacks mobile site I've been thinking of ways to
make FocusHacks a little easier to use for those of you who visit the site on a mobile phone or
tablet. Posted: Sun Feb 21 CST Unplanned server migration Our previous web host had become
increasingly unreliable and announced that they were shutting down their web host ing
operation. Posted: Wed Aug 12 Pardon our dust You may have noticed the site being a bit flaky
over the past few days. Posted: Thu Dec 20 Comments Enabled I have been using Disqus on
some other sites to make commenting easier. Posted: Fri Oct 19 Existing Focus owners can
look into auto refinancing as a way to help cut down the monthly costs of their loans.

